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Abstract

Mixed Reality is a very useful and powerful instrument

for the visualization of processes, including the assembly

process. A Mixed Reality based step-by-step furniture as-

sembly application is introduced. On the one hand context

related actions are given to the user to install elements. On

the other hand an intuitive way for authors to create new

MR based assembly instructions is provided. Our goal is

to provide a powerful, flexible and easy-to-use Authoring

Wizard for assembly experts, allowing them to author their

new assembly instructor for hierarchical structures. This

minimizes the costs for the creation of new Mixed Reality

Assembly Instructors.

1. Introduction

This is a common problem that many people have had

before when assembling furniture: making sense of com-

plicated handbooks, reference manuals or instructions. As

described in [2] people simply do not have time to bother

with instructions. Besides, they are just another unwanted

annoyance. A great deal of inspiration for our work came

from several papers and projects such as the proactive in-

structions for furniture assembly of [2], which showed a

very innovative way that involved placing multiple sensors

onto different parts of the assembly. As a result, the system

as a whole could recognize user actions and thus monitor

the whole assembly process. Webster et al. [3, 16] and Tang

et. al. [14] have shown in their work that Augmented Re-

ality improves the performance in assembly tasks and that

computer assisted instructions are useful for complex as-

sembly tasks. Schwald et a. presented in [12] an augmented

reality system for the training and the assistance to mainte-

nance in industrial environments. A marker based approach

for assembling furniture is given in AEKI [11]. Our ap-

proach, likewise, uses Mixed Reality technology to solve

assembly problems. By using ARToolKit [4], we attach ref-

erence markers to the various furniture parts thus allowing

our system to determine the point and order of assembly.

In today’s assembly procedures the user has to switch be-

tween reading the instructions and actually assembling the

elements. Mixed Reality allows a smooth combination of

the real and the virtual world. Thereby, the user doesn’t

have to make a logical connection between the physical

world and the virtual description of the instructions, which

would greatly hinder him/her. A goal of this paper is to

point out the easy authoring capabilities of the Mixed Re-

ality Assembly Instructor. Haringer et. al. [5] described a

very interesting tool, the PowerSpace. This authoring tool

uses the functionality of a 2D presentation program (Mi-

crosoft PowerPoint) as the basis for the composition of 3D

content. Instructions are usually described in a step-by-step

procedure. Therefore, a PowerPoint approach with a slide-

metaphor seems to be the right tool for authoring such an

application. We use a similar approach - an authoring wiz-

ard - that allows for very intuitive usage. In addition, our

authoring tool is based on the MR approach, too and it al-

lows an interaction with the real world during the authoring

process.

2. Overview

Today’s assembly instructions are mostly linear, since

they only describe one way to complete the task - or there is

a limited number of ways for assembly. For beginners this

might be appropriate, but for users with more experience

this can be too restrictive and quite annoying. To reduce

the complexity and to prevent end users from getting con-
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fused too much by a random sequence, we decided to use

a straightforward approach of the assembly process. There-

fore, we present only one well defined way of assembly.

We support assembly instructions for hierarchical structures

(as shown in figure 2). A desk for example is a hierarchi-

cal structure. Starting the assembly process we assemble

the desk itself until we have to install the drawers. The

assembly of these drawers must be completed first before

installing them to the desk. We call elements like these

drawers composed elements. Elements that can be installed

without any further assembling are called simple elements.

The Mixed Reality Assembly Instructor is authored by

another application. This application is the Authoring Wiz-

ard that allows a fast implementation and reconfiguration of

the Mixed Reality Assembly Instructor. Subsection 2.1 and

2.2 give a more detailed description of the usage and the

concept of our system.

2.1. Mixed Reality Assembly Instructor

Initially, our approach was an assembly application us-

ing an head mounted display (HMD); however, a tablet PC

with a mounted camera will be more practical and more re-

alistic for end users. Both approaches have their advantages

and disadvantages. An HMD with its lower resolution al-

lows the user to interact more freely and gives him/her the

possibility to use his/her hands together with real tools (e.g.

hammer) during assembly (cf. figure 1). In contrast, by

using a tablet PC with its higher resolution the users are

hindered in their possible degree of interaction, because at

least one hand is required to hold the tablet PC. The choice

of the device depends on the user’s requirements. On the

one hand we have a higher resolution and a limited interac-

tion with the real world. On the other hand we have a lower

resolution and good opportunity for interaction.

We use a mixture of traditional 2D and 3D technology in

combination with Mixed Reality (including audio) to guide

the user through the assembly process (cf. figure 5).

Figure 2 shows the assembly plan of a simple structure,

consisting of four wooden boards (E1’, E1”, E2’ and E2”).

In step 1 board E1” is installed to board E1’. The result

of this assembly is shown in step 2 (it is named element

E1). Step 3 shows how two boards (E2’ and E2”) have to

be joined before the composed element E2 can be mounted

to the board in step 4. A fact of this plan is that there are

always exactly two elements which are involved in one as-

sembly step. We call one of them the base element, because

it is the base for the installation of the other element (like

the simple element E1’ in step 1 and the composed element

E1 in step 4).

Figure 3 shows a general overview of the states that are

necessary for the Mixed Reality Assembly Instructor. At

the beginning of a structure assembly we always have to

Figure 1. While in the left image the user
can only see the real elements, the right im

age shows a scenario with augmented, high
lighted virtual objects.

1 2

3 4

E1’

E1”

E2’

E2’’

E1

E2

New base element

E1

E1

Figure 2. Steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the assem
bly instructions show how the boards are at
tached.

find the base element (state 1). In the example with the four

boards this would be board E1’. When we have found it, the

type of the next element has to be considered. In our case

the next element is a simple element (board E1”), which

leads us from state 2 to state 3. This board has to be placed

(state 4) and installed (state 5) on board E1’. The installa-

tion of the board is confirmed by the user and brings us back

to state 2, where we have to consider the next element’s type

once again. Before we proceed with the next element it is

important to mention that the composed element E1 is the
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Figure 3. State diagram of the Mixed Reality
Assembly Instruction.

base element after the installation of E1” on E1’.

We have described the installation of a simple element.

But the next element in the example is the composed ele-

ment E2. Therefore, we push the current structure onto a

stack (stack based recursion) and return to state 1 (the base

element of E2 is E2’). The assembly of board E2” to E2’

is done as previously shown. After the installation has been

confirmed by the user, the composed element E2 is assem-

bled and we go to state 6. Because we have not finished the

assembly of the whole structure, we have to pop the struc-

ture from the stack and proceed with the placement and in-

stallation of E2 to E1 (state 3, 4 and 5). Afterwards we have

assembled the whole example structure (state 6) and there-

fore the assembly process is finished. It is worth noticing

that not all states are shown in the figure (so, for example,

states of lost markers are not depicted).

When the user has to find an element a 2D user interface

is used, containing a textual description and a schematic

overview of the desired element (cf. figure 4). To focus

on the right element during the placement it is shown high-

lighted like the board seen in figure 5. But who tells the user

how to mount it? Our approach for this problem is to aug-

ment reality with a small animation of the placement pro-

cess. The augmented animation shows a path animation of

the element from the current position to the position where

it should be mounted. Moreover, the application automat-

ically gives the user more detailed installation instructions

(visually and via audio). Even actions of preparing the ele-

ments (adding dowels, cams, or screws and the usage of the

nail-holder) are shown in this way.

Figure 4. An intuitive 2D user interface guides
the user through the assembly instructions.

Figure 5. An augmented, highlighted board

helps the user to find the right boards.

Undetectable elements are often forgotten in the assem-

bly process. As our approach is based on a marker detec-

tion system, our detection system is limited to flat surfaces.

Small parts and round elements are not appropriate, but very

often they are essential in the assembly process. In our case

we decided to show this kind of elements relative to the

other elements that have some mounted markers (cf. fig-

ure 6). Moreover, the user gets a more detailed description

of what to do with the small elements (e.g. where to mount

the screws etc.).
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Figure 6. The author gets more detailed infor
mation about the small elements, which are
mounted relative to the board.

2.2. Authoring Wizard

As already mentioned, the Mixed Reality Assembly In-

structor can be authored in a very easy way, whenever the

sequence changes. People without any programming skills

but who are experts in their respective field must have an

authoring tool that enables them to describe and plan an

assembly procedure in Mixed Reality. Our first idea was

to use a component based approach, where the authors de-

fine a set of components and the connections between them

(like the GraphEdit of Microsoft’s DirectShow [10]). This

approach is good for experts who have experience with the

component based programming paradigms. This tool, of

course, is not limited to authoring Mixed Reality applica-

tions. Therefore, we call it a generic authoring tool. Our

authors have more experience in writing assembly instruc-

tions, but in general they have no programming experience.

Hence, the generic authoring tool would not be the best so-

lution for them. Our conclusion is that a tool with a max-

imum flexibility and a minimum complexity is needed (the

Authoring Wizard). It guides the author through the author-

ing process as described below.

In our example the author has to implement a simple MR

Assembly Instructor (cf. figure 2). Once again we have

four simple wooden boards (E1’, E1”, E2’ and E2”). At

the beginning the author can define the relationship between

an ARToolKit marker and the real element. Naturally, not

all ’simple’ elements have to be defined at the beginning.

Whenever the author creates a new element, it is stored in a

repository.

Now, the author can start with the authoring process. Ini-

tially, the author has to start with the base element. With a

simple 3D mouse click, the author selects one of the real

elements. The first selected element automatically becomes

the base element. In our example it would be board E1’.

Afterwards, the author picks the next element, places

it (cf. placement tool of section 3.7) in its correct posi-

tion/orientation and confirms this task. As mentioned be-

fore, the author can create new ’simple’ elements whenever

he/she wants. In the example above this could be done for

E2’ and E2”. Moreover, our system allows for the com-

posing of elements. The boards E2’ and E2” have to be

composed and then mounted to the current base element (in

our case the composed element E1).

Thanks to the Authoring Wizard we offer a very flexible

and re-configurable system that allows a fast implementa-

tion of such an MR application.

3. Implementation

Figure 7. Relationship between the Authoring

Wizard and the MR Assembly Instructor.

Figure 7 gives an overview of the relationship between

the Authoring Wizard and the MR Assembly Instructor. The

author uses the Authoring Wizard to create an XML based

application description file of the MR Assembly Instructor.

The chosen framework starts the application by loading this

XML file.

3.1. Framework

The MR Assembly Instructor and Authoring Wizard

are based on the component oriented AMIRE (Authoring

MIxed REality) [1] framework which is a project funded by

the EU/IST (IST 2001-34024). Short introductions to the

framework concepts are given in [7] and [8]. It is designed

for authoring purpose and MR applications. Some of the

most important features are:

• A generic configuration mechanism of components

by so-called properties. A property is able to represent
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Figure 8. The expert assembles in a stepby
step approach the different parts. The un
detectable and detectable elements are built
together with the authoring wizard.

data of a base type and structured data. The typing

of the structured properties is extendable in an object-

oriented way.

• The communication between components is based

on two kinds of slots, namely in- and out-slots. A con-

nection between an in- and an out-slot is the only way

for a component to communicate with another one.

Due to this fact the interface complexity between com-

ponents is reduced to a minimum.

• The framework provides base conventions for 2D

and 3D components such as a 3D and 2D picking

mechanism, a user interaction mechanism or place-

ment and alignment. Only with these conventions is a

generic authoring tool which uses MR for the author-

ing process possible.

• A prototype oriented approach is used to create new

component instances. This means we have prototypes

of specific components and an interface to make clones

of each prototype. Two kinds of component prototypes

are available. The first one is a native kind, completely

written in C++ and packed into dynamic libraries such

as the DLL format of Microsoft Windows systems or

the shared object format of UNIX systems. The second

kind is based on the existing set of prototypes and is

called a composed component prototype. It consists of

a component network, an export list of slots and a con-

figuration export for the components in the network.

A composed component prototype is handled like a

native prototype. Hence the author does not see any

difference between using instances of a native and a

composed component prototype.

• Authoring an application without generating and com-

piling additional C++ sources requires the dynamic

loading of libraries. The AMIRE framework provides

an interface to load and to replace a library at runtime.

Currently, two kinds of libraries are supported, namely

C++ based libraries and XML based libraries of com-

posed components.

• Persistence of an application is supported by an XML

based file format. Such an XML file contains a list of

library dependencies, the component instances and the

connections between them. Furthermore, an XML for-

mat for libraries of composed component prototypes is

defined.

3.2. Object detection

The underlying tracking implementation is abstracted by

the definition of an object detection component. Hence, the

detection of markers or the use of position and orientation

information of a magnetic tracking system are not used di-

rectly. The definition describes the slots of such an object

detection component as seen in figure 9:

• An object detection system must emit a boolean signal

on an out-slot called detected. This signal reflects the

detected state of an object. True is emitted when the

object is detected and false otherwise.

• Furthermore, its placement relative to the camera must

be emitted on an out-slot called transformation as an

OpenGL transformation matrix, which represents the

transformation between the camera and the reference

point of an object. The matrix must be suitable for a

projection matrix like the one created by gluPerspec-

tive [17].

• The definition of the object is provided by an in-slot

called an object. The type of this in-slot depends on

the implementation of the object detection system.

3.3. Marker based object detection

The currently implemented object detection is marker

based and uses a modified ARToolKit. It is inspired by the

marker based indoor pathfinding solution of Kalkusch et. al.

[9], which uses multiple markers to track the position and

orientation of a person in a building. The problem in this

tracking approach is similar to tracking a structure. In both

cases markers are often occluded by other parts (cf. figure
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Figure 9. Component interface of an object
detection system.

10). This problem is solved by using multiple markers to

detect and track an object. Therefore, the marker based ob-

ject detection system needs an object definition, which is

given by a tuple list. Each tuple maps a marker to the rela-

tive transformation between the marker and the object refer-

ence point. This mapping is used for the calculation of the

relative transformation matrix between the camera and the

object’s reference point. ARToolKit version 2.65 or below

operates with a projection matrix rotated 180 degree around

the x-axis. This of course also affects the creation of the

transformation matrix between the camera and the marker.

The projection matrix of ARToolKit and the transformation

matrix provided for a detected marker had to be modified to

implement the definition of the object detection.

Occluded marker

Recognized marker Augmented (highlighted) board

Figure 10. Partially occluded marker.

In the MR Assembly Instructor only two objects must be

detected at once: the base element and the next element that

should be installed to the base element. The object defini-

tion of the latter is constant. But the object definition of the

base element depends on the elements already installed.

3.4. Data structure

The assembly plan is held in a tree structure called struc-

tural element (as shown in figure 11), containing the follow-

ing:

• The description of a composed element consists of a

list of structural elements. For simple elements this

list is empty.

• An optional object definition for the object detection

component as described in the section 3.2.

• A detectable flag indicates the availability of the above

object definition.

• The element placement relative to the base element is

stored as a transformation matrix which conforms to

the object detection system definition.

• The geometry is described as a filename pointing to

a 3DS file. It is loaded by the open source library

Lib3DS [6].

Figure 11. Hierarchical data structure of the
assembly plan.

3.5. User interface components

In the following we give a short overview of the user

interface components of the MR Assembly Instructor:

• Schematic overviews of elements and images of tools

such as a hammer or a screw driver ( as seen in figure

12 and 13) are implemented by using an image com-

ponent, which uses the open source library DevIL [18]

to load and display a configurable image.

• Textual descriptions and requests of the application

and authoring wizard are implemented by using a text

component. It displays an optional background and a

2D text, which is rendered by using the open source li-

brary freetype [15]. Both the text and the background

are configurable.
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Figure 12. The author gets more detailed in
formation about the small element.

Figure 13. The author gets more detailed in
formation about the tools and installation.

3.6. Placement animation

The animation of the placement is done by using an inter-

polation between two matrices (see figure 14). The first ma-

trix represents the transformation between the camera and

the base element. The second matrix is the transformation

matrix between the camera and the next element. The inter-

polated matrix is used to display the geometry of the next

element.

The interpolation between these two matrices is done by

dividing the problem into an orientation interpolation and a

Figure 14. A small interpolation shows the
correct placement of the board in a very in
tuitive way.

linear position interpolation. The orientations of both ma-

trices are converted to their quaternion representation and

interpolated by the quaternion slerp interpolation, which

Shoemake presented in [13].

3.7. Placement tool

The geometry for the element is created with a standard

modelling tool, such as 3D Studio Max or Maya. Three

functions are needed to place a geometry relative to an ob-

ject reference point:

• Scaling,

• Rotation, and

• Translation.

The placement tool supports the authoring wizard with

these functions. A wireless three-button mouse was inte-

grated as an input device (figure 15). By pressing a button,

the user activates a function and stores the initial orientation

and position of the marker and the element until the button

is pressed once again:

• The translation is activated by pressing the first button

• The second button allows for object scaling. It is pro-

portional to the length of the difference vector between

the marker’s initial and actual position.

• Finally, the third button activates the rotation of an el-

ement. The marker’s orientation alteration is calcu-

lated by comparing the marker’s initial orientation with
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Figure 15. Placing elements with the place
ment tool.

its actual orientation. It is directly applied to the el-

ement’s initial orientation. This rotation mechanism

allows the user to manipulate the element orientation

without having any basic knowledge of rotation trans-

formations. Unfortunately, a marker based solution of

the placement tool has the disadvantage that the maker

can become invisible. Therefore, this transformation in

some cases has to be done in more than one step (e.g.

turning an element upside down). Using a magnetic or

an inertial tracker for the orientation of the placement

tool would eliminate this problem.

3.8. Mixed Reality Assembly Instructor

The Mixed Reality Assembly Instructor is implemented

as a component network and stored as an AMIRE applica-

tion description file. This file is automatically generated by

the Authoring Wizard when the author has finished the au-

thoring process of the structure.

Figure 16. Simplified component network of

the MR Assembly Instructor.

In figure 16 we have illustrated a subset of the compo-

nent network, containing the three essential composed com-

ponents, namely the element placement, the structure stack

and the element iterator component. All three components

are activated by their in-slots and become inactive when

they have finished their task.

• The element placement component is responsible for

the placement of all kind of elements, also including

composed elements which were already assembled.

The in-slots of this component provide the object def-

initions of the base element and the next element. The

component network for the placement of detectable el-

ements is shown in figure 17.

Figure 17. Animation component network.

After the placement and installation of the element an

impulse is emitted on an out-slot to reactivate the el-

ement iterator and the element placement component

itself becomes inactive.

• The structure stack component is responsible for stor-

ing the unfinished structures. It is used for the recur-

sion of the assembly process.

• The element iterator component is responsible for the

iteration of the tree structure. It pushes the current

structure and the iteration state onto the stack and pops

it back when the assembly of a composed element is

finished.

3.9. Authoring Wizard

The Authoring Wizard has - like the Mixed Reality As-

sembly Instructor - a component network approach and it is

based on the AMIRE framework.

The overview of this network illustrated in figure 18

shows the five essential composed components, namely the

activity selection, the element definition, the element reposi-

tory, the structure container, and the placement editor com-

ponent.

• The activity selection component is responsible for

what to do next. Therefore it contains user interface
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Figure 18. Simplified component network of

the Authoring Wizard.

components, which allow the author to activate the def-

inition of new elements, the selection of an existing el-

ement from the element repository and the definition of

a new structure. It is activated by an activation in-slot.

After the next activity has been chosen by the author,

the component becomes inactive.

• The element definition component allows the author to

define new elements by creating an object definition

for the object detection system. Therefore, the im-

plementation of this component strongly depends on

the underlying object detection system. It also has to

be replaced when another object detection system is

used. Each new defined element is added to the ele-

ment repository. Then the activity selection component

is reactivated.

• The element repository component stores all types of

elements. It provides one in-slot to add elements and

another one to select elements. The first one is pas-

sive (it does not activate the component). But the sec-

ond one activates the component and starts the selec-

tion process. The author can decide if he/she wants to

select an undetectable or a detectable element. Unde-

tectable elements are selected by choosing from a list

as seen in figure 19. Detectable elements are selected

by picking them with the placement tool. The selected

element is added to the current structure by emitting it

on an out-slot. After the selection the element reposi-

tory component becomes inactive.

• The structure container component holds the current

structure. It is activated either when a new element is

added to the structure or when it gets the finished sig-

nal from the activity selection component. If the struc-

ture is finished, it is stored in the element repository.

Otherwise, a new element is added and has to be posi-

tioned by sending the element to the placement editor

component.

• The placement editor component configures the place-

ment of the element. Thus, the author first installs the

element. The placement configuration of detectable el-

ements is calculated by using the camera relative trans-

formation matrix of the base element and the new el-

ement. However, the configuration of undetectable el-

ements cannot be calculated without any further tools.

The placement tool is used to get a transformation ma-

trix like the one of detectable elements. When the con-

figuration of the placement is finished, the element in

the structure is updated by the configured one.

Figure 19. Author selecting an undetectable
element.

4. Results and future work

The Mixed Reality Assembly Instructor and the Author-

ing Wizard have been tested with furniture. The user is

guided step-by-step through the furniture assembly process

in a very intuitive and proactive way. A misplaced element

for example is virtually rotated or moved until it fits. This

helps the user to avoid mistakes. The placement of markers

on large flat surfaces poses no problem. Furniture, however,

also contains parts without a flat surface that is large enough

for markers, for example screws and tubes. Although the

occlusion of markers during the assembly process is a prob-

lem, this is temporarily solved by using more markers for

one element. Nevertheless, a more accurate and stable ob-

ject detection system, such as a magnetic tracking system
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or an image based object detection system without markers,

would be useful.

We came to the conclusion that the generic authoring

tool (cf. 2.2) is a task for application engineers, but it seems

to be too complicated to use it for non programming ex-

perts. Nevertheless, applications of a specific kind can be

authored by experts in the application field by using a do-

main specific wizard.

In the future, it has to be shown that the Mixed Reality

Assembly Instructor is also applicable to other application

fields such as assembling large machines. Furthermore, el-

ement variations have to be considered, such as different

colors or drawers with several kind of knobs. These vari-

ations could possibly be stored as a linked list. Therefore,

the data structure (cf. section 3.4) has to be extended by a

field containing the next element variation.

Furniture assembly is a good example to demonstrate the

Mixed Reality Assembly Instructor, but it is not limited to

this. During the assembly process of a complex machine

for example it would be useful to have an assistant based on

the presented Mixed Reality Assembly Instructor prototype.

Unfortunately, such large machines normally have a lot of

small and round parts, for which the placement of markers

is impossible. Finally, when there is a technology object

recognition that is also able to detect small and round parts,

we have to show that the use of the Mixed Reality Assembly

Instructor is possible in these fields.
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